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Coaches Clinic
Grosse Pointe North High School, March 29, 2015
2:00 to 5:00 P.M.

Welcome, Introductions, and Coaching Committee Overview
Coaching Committee Members: Bill Babcock, Jason Hill, Lou Cardinale, and Derek Greene
Guest Appearances: Liz Wakefield, Lindsay Hill, and Keri Greene
The mission of the GPWSLL Coaches Committee is to provide coaches with the resources and the
environment to effectively develop youth baseball and softball players.
Our vision is to elevate the level of play for our youth baseball and softball players so that they
can continue to play and to enjoy the games of baseball and softball for as long as possible.

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Baseball Mom’s Note to Coaches
Coaching youth baseball and softball
Resources and coaching partnerships
Enhancing instruction breakout
Practice tips
Fundamentals and drills by skill area
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A Baseball Mom's Note to Coaches1
By Jennifer Dean
Those of you who are about to embark on the awesome journey we call Little League
Coach, I humbly offer some heartfelt entreaties from a Baseball Mom.
First of all, thank you. I know you’re not in it for the gratitude but as volunteers with actual
jobs, families of your own and a host of other commitments, you’re owed it. I wish more parents
realized how much time and effort you put in; leaving jobs early, rescheduling business meetings
and family outings, getting your players home safely, buying extra gear with your own money – it
is really rewarding, but it is also really hard work.
There is nothing more beautifully, complicatedly American than the game of baseball.
Teaching it to a new generation is an honor that should not be taken lightly. The rules are
intricate, the strategy is complex and the physical skills need time to develop (seriously, these kids
are only a few years out of diapers when they start!). Failure is an intrinsic part of the game. How
you, as a coach, model the handling of these inevitable failings is the real lesson.
Baseball in its purest form teaches empathy, perseverance, team spirit, leadership,
integrity, how to lose graciously and to win even more graciously. All life skills that come in real
handy – far more than winning for the sake of winning ever will.
You will have a mixed bag of talent when your team starts the season but I guarantee they
all have one thing in common – they want to have fun. Sure, winning is fun, but not as much if
you’re always in left field because you’re slower to develop. Or when you feel the pressure of the
entire game resting on your shoulders because you’re the current “superstar.”
Please consider this - No matter the “end goal” with any player (MLB prospect or a kid
done by age 12), the outcome of a single game or even the entire season does not matter. Just as
a college application won’t ask for 2nd grade transcripts, neither will the college recruiters ask for
the win-loss record of a 3rd grade Little League team.
Little League is about inspiration and development – both physical and emotional. Every
kid should be able to walk away from their Little League career with a few key moments where
they were the hero and a few key moments where they failed. Both will weigh equally in their
memories and in their growth. Please remember this and treat all the kids you coach as if they
have hero potential, for truly they all do!
One of my favorite (unattributed) quotes that relates perfectly to Little League is: “Small boys
become big men through the influence of big men who care about small boys.” Thank you,
coaches, for being those men. Play Ball!

1

A column taken from the Little League Parent Connection, Volume 3, Issue 3, March 2015.
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Let the Kids Determine the Outcome2
By Cal Ripken Jr.
Youth baseball coaches at all levels should be careful not to insert themselves into the
game. As coaches, we have to remember that the game is for the kids. We have a responsibility
to teach them the game's rules, fundamentals, and strategies during practices, preparing them for
what they'll face in game situations.
And while it's a coach's responsibility to manage a game in terms of playing time, position
assignments, and strategies employed, it's important to let the kids and what happens on the field
determine the outcome. Most coaches, actually most people in general, are competitive by
nature. When game time comes, coaches must remember that their actions can have a
tremendous influence on the members of both teams.
Not too long ago, my son Ryan was playing in a national tournament with his 12-year-old
travel team. During one of the games Ryan was pitching pretty well, and the game remained close
into the late innings. Ryan had been pitching the same way throughout the game and had been
giving the opposing batters fits.
As the game wore on, the tension grew on both sides of the field. The game entered the
later innings, and Ryan was still cruising. That's when things got interesting. Ryan had been
pitching the same way all along, but the opposing coach decided that he was going to alert the
home plate umpire to the fact that Ryan was actually lifting his foot up and losing contact with the
rubber before pivoting on his delivery to the plate.
By letter of the law this is a balk (the pivot foot must remain in contact with the rubber
from the time the pitching motion begins until the ball is released), but we all know that the
pitching mounds most youth games are played on are far beneath professional standards. Kids get
used to playing on substandard fields where they have to pick their foot up and then put it down
because they are dropping down into a hole.
The spirit behind the balk rule is to prevent the pitcher from gaining a competitive
advantage through some act of deception. Ryan was not gaining any competitive advantage from
what he was doing. More important, he had pitched that way since the beginning of the game.
The coach decided he would try to play mind games with a young pitcher to try to get him off of
his game and give his team an advantage at a crucial time.
I imagine that any adult could find a way to rattle a youth pitcher mentally. But what does
it prove to use that ability to benefit your team? When this happens, the coach has fallen victim
to his or her competitive nature, which means that winning, has become more important than the
overall experience of the kids.
An excerpt from the book titled, Coaching Youth Baseball the Ripken Way (Cal Ripken Jr., Bill Ripken, Scott Lowe,
2007, 54-55 ISBN-13: 978-0736067829).
2
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Youth baseball doesn't exist for frustrated adult athletes to impose their wills on young
people in an effort to satisfy their own need to succeed athletically. It exists so that players can
develop their skills and experience all of the great lessons that can be taught through competing.
This does include winning and winning graciously. It also includes losing and losing with dignity. It
includes handling smaller successes and failures within the boundaries of acceptable behavior. It
does not include intimidation or other tactics employed by coaches to gain a competitive
advantage. Remember your responsibilities as a coach and that you are shaping the minds of our
future baseball coaches.
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Instructional Division – Skills Matrix
•

Demonstrate proper throwing mechanics (“bunny ears”, turning the body, pointing at the target, step and throw towards the target, and
follow through)
• Be able to throw the ball a distance of 20 feet to a 5 feet target in diameter
Technique/ Awareness
Fielding
• Understand and demonstrate proper technique when fielding a routine ground ball (i.e. a ground ball hit directly to a player)
• Understand and demonstrate proper glove positioning when catching balls thrown at the chest, waist, and knees
• After fielding a ground ball on the infield, step and throw towards a base (typically first base) to attempt to record an out
• Be able to repeatedly catch a thrown ball from a distance of 20 feet
• Understand defensive positions and relative positioning
Technique/ Awareness
Hitting
• Demonstrate proper "baseball ready" athletic stance and swing (i.e. quite hands while in stance, hands back, load, step, hip rotation, swing,
chin goes from shoulder to shoulder with the head on the ball)
• Understand proper positioning while in batter’s box
• Be able to repeatedly make contact with a coach pitched ball from a distance of 25 feet and/or with a ball placed on a batting tee
• Understand and demonstrate concept of dropping the bat when hitting a ball as opposed to throwing the bat
Baserunning Technique/ Awareness
• Understand and demonstrate the concept of running from base-to-base in the correct sequence upon hitting a ball and upon advancement
by a hit ball while on base
• Understand and demonstrate the concept of running through first base
• Understand the concept of tagging up on a ball hit in the air (i.e. a line drive and a fly ball)

Throwing
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A Division – Skills Matrix
• Demonstrate and refine proper throwing mechanics (“bunny ears”, turning the body, pointing at the target, follow through, and crow hops)
• Be able to throw the ball a distance of 40 feet to a 5 feet target in diameter
Technique
Fielding
• Understand and demonstrate proper technique when fielding ground balls hit directly at a player or to either side of a player
• After fielding a ball, step and throw towards the target
• Be able to repeatedly catch thrown balls from a distance of 40 feet
• Understand and demonstrate proper glove positioning when catching balls thrown at the chest, waist, and knees
• Be able to protect oneself with glove
Awareness
• Be able to recite the number of outs at any given time while in the field of play
• Be able to routinely answer the question, "Where do you go with the ball if the ball is hit to you in the air or if the ball is hit to you on the
ground?"
• Understand the concept of force outs
• Understand defensive positions and positional responsibility (i.e. where to go when the ball is hit)
• Understand right of way of base runners (i.e. cannot block the path of a base runner)
• Introduce the concept of targeting the lead runner for an out when appropriate
Technique
Hitting
• Refine proper "baseball ready" athletic stance and swing (i.e. quite hands while in stance, hands back, load, step, hip rotation, swing, chin
goes from shoulder to shoulder with the head on the ball)
• Be able to repeatedly make contact with a machine pitched ball from a distance of 46 feet
• Be able to protect oneself at the plate
Awareness
• Introduce the concept of "battling at the plate"
Baserunning Technique
• Understand and demonstrate how to properly run and round bases upon hitting a ball and upon advancement by a hit ball while on base
• Understand and demonstrate the concept of tagging up on a ball hit in the air (i.e. a line drive and a fly ball)
Awareness
• Understand that a ball in play cannot hit the runner when not on a base
• Understand that a runner cannot interfere with a fielder making a play on a ball in play

Throwing
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AA Division – Skills Matrix
• Demonstrate proper pitching mechanics (5 links of the chain or simplified version for younger players)
• Be able to throw two and four-seam fastballs
Technique
Throwing
• Refine proper throwing mechanics
• Be able to throw the ball a distance of 60 feet to a 5 feet target in diameter
Awareness
• Understand the difference between a two and four-seam grip
Technique
Fielding
• Refine proper technique when fielding ground balls, either hit directly at a player or to either side of a player, and when catching fly balls,
either hit to the left, to the right, to the front, or to the back of a player
• After fielding a ball, step and throw towards target
• Be able to repeatedly catch a thrown ball from a distance of 60 feet
• Execute cut-offs to second, third, and home (as a general rule of thumb, cut-off goes to the base which is two bases ahead of the lead
runner assuming the lead runner is on first or second)
Awareness
• Understand defensive positions, field position numbers, and situational positioning including bag coverage and back-ups (including double
plays)
• Understand the concept of a cut-off
Technique
Hitting
• Refine proper "baseball ready" athletic stance and swing (i.e. quite hands, hands back, load, step, hip rotation, swing, chin goes from
shoulder to shoulder with the head on the ball)
• Be able to repeatedly make contact with a player pitched ball from a distance of 46 feet
• Be able to protect oneself at the plate
• Demonstrate the ability to "battle at the plate"
Baserunning Technique
• Understand and demonstrate how to properly run and round bases upon hitting a ball and upon advancement by a hit ball while on base
• Understand and demonstrate the concept of tagging up on a ball hit in the air in fair or in foul territory (i.e. a line drive and a fly ball)
• Understand and demonstrate proper baserunning when a ball is hit on the ground
• Understand and demonstrate secondary lead-offs
Awareness
• Understand when it’s appropriate to slide
• Understand when to watch for the first base coach and third base coach while running the bases

Pitching
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General Coaching Points
•
•
•
•
•
•

Child safety is the top priority
Create a fun and healthy atmosphere for our children and always remember baseball is
a game and it's about our children and it's about our community
Strive for fairness
Ensure teammates treat each other with respect and ensure an appropriate umbrella of
discipline is in place
Be prepared, organized, and in charge
Complete line-ups, prior to the start of games

Practice Tips
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Ensure progressive practice plans are in place
Allotted practice times should reflect age group
Warm-up to throw, don’t throw to warm up
Keep the kids moving
o Utilize stations as much as possible during practice to maximize activity
o Identify resources constraints (e.g. balls, equipment, coaching help)
Focus on quality repetitions
Implement techniques to accommodate skills disparities
Temper desire to maximize throughput with the need for instruction
Integrate technology

Player Safety
•

•
•
•
•

Only managers and coaches have access to the dugout during a stated game. Each team
is allowed 1 manager, 2 coaches, and a scorekeeper. Anyone participating inside the
dugout area with direct contact to players must be wearing a coach’s uniform, including
the scorekeeper. You may elect to have your scorekeeper located outside of the
bullpen/dugout therefore not needing a uniform.
All managers, coaches, and practice parents must successfully fill out a volunteer
application and complete concussion awareness training
No bats in players hands unless approaching the plate or at the plate
Keep helmet on until in bench area/dugout
No doughnuts
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GPWSLL Website (Coaches Corner)
http://grossepointelittleleague.com/forms-materials/coaches-corner/
The website contains practice planning guides, divisional skill matrices as well as 53 videos to
support each skill area (i.e. throwing, catching, fielding, hitting, pitching, catching position, and
sliding).
Password: gpwsll$1954
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Additional Websites
Little League
http://www.littleleaguecoach.org
The Little League website contains a number of resources by division including, but not limited to, practice plans, videos, and drills.
QC Baseball
http://www.qcbaseball.com
An excellent resource for practice plans, drills, and guidance on various baseball situations.
MLB Digital Academy
http://mlbdigitalacademy.com
For a fee you can subscribe to a “Coach Membership,” which provides you access to a number of drills videos and access to practice planning
resources.
Coaches Eye
http://www.coachseye.com
Coach’s Eye is an application that enables coaches to record video and break it down frame-by-frame to enhance instruction. The application is
compatible with Apple, Android, and Windows devices.
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Hitting
Baseball Mechanics
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Softball Mechanics
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Don't Get Caught Following Bad Hitting Advice!
By Dave Hudgens3
Improper hitting instruction can stop a promising athletic career dead in its tracks. This
article will expose some of the most damaging BUT widely taught hitting misinformation that is
used today.
I have the greatest admiration for parents and volunteer coaches, but it frustrates me to
see wrong information being taught that can destroy a player's chance to have more fun, get
more hits - or even get a college scholarship. Let's look at two of the worst hitting fallacies in
detail, and then look at the long term consequences of repeating these mistakes.
Hitting Fallacy #1: "Get Your Back Elbow Up!"
I cringe every time I hear these words. Every little league coach I have ever heard at one
time or another has told his hitters to do this. I asked my friend Chris Bando, a former Major
League Coach, what the worst advice he ever heard a little league coach say. Chris is a great
person to ask since he has had five boys in Little League. The first thing he said to me was, "The
absolute worst thing I hear all the time is, 'Get your back elbow up!"' He's right. This is the
worst advice around, but you hear it everywhere. How many baseball scholarships do you think
have been lost just because players blindly followed this one fallacy? This one statement has
hurt more young hitters than anything else I've ever heard
The idea here is to get on top of the ball and hit line drives, but just the opposite occurs.
During the swing, the back elbow should come close to the rib cage and the barrel of the bat
should stay above the hands. With a high back elbow, the elbow has to travel a much greater
distance and at a much faster rate of speed. When this happens, the barrel of the bat will drop
below the hands, the front elbow will rise, and you will have a long swing. If this goes on for
very long, you have created a habit -a very bad habit.
What about Griffey?
I get asked this question all the time -"What about Griffey, his back elbow is up?" Most
coaches and kids don't understand the fact that the elbow can be up in the stance, for that
matter the elbow can be anywhere. However, when good Major League hitters with high back
elbows in their stance take their stride, their hands go back into a Position of Power. At this
point in the approach, their back elbow will relax just before they start their hands.
Unfortunately when unknowledgeable coaches tell young kids to put their elbow up, the
kids do not know what this means and generally they do not take their hands back into a good
position from which to hit. They also fail to relax the back elbow just before they start their
swing. If kids don't relax their back elbow slightly before they start their swing, the back elbow
Dave Hudgens has been involved with the best of baseball for over 30 years. He is currently
the Minor League Hitting Coordinator for the Cleveland Indians. Prior to that he was a longtime
hitting coach in the Oakland Athletics' organization.

3
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has so far to go that it puts the top hand in a weak position and creates a long swing. 99% of
coaches don't know how to put a kid's hands in the correct position nor do they know the
correct placement of the back elbow. They just tell kids to get their back elbow up yet they
don't have a full understanding of what the hands and arms should be doing at this point.
Long Term Effects of Practicing With Your Back Elbow Up
A 15 year old who started practicing with his back elbow up at age 10 has been practicing 5
years with the improper hitting principles. Some of the consequences are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

You'll develop a long swing...so you will have difficulty adjusting to different types of
pitches.
You won't be able to get the bat around on an average fastball...having inconsistent at
bats.
You'll hit too many long fly ball outs...decreasing your batting average.
You won't adjust well to a curveball, making it hard to succeed against good high school
pitchers.
You'll be inconsistent at making hard contact, making it hard to impress college
recruiters’ or scouts.
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Fielding
Fundamentals
Ready position
• Wide base, legs bent, butt down (not sitting down), chest over the knees, on balls of the
feet, and in an athletic position
• Glove and throwing hand out in front
Fielding position
• Attack the ball
• Start with the glove down and out in front (45 degree angle with the ground)
• Position oneself to field the ball in the center of the body
• Chest over the ball
• Alligator versus the sandwich
Backhand position
• Two ways to field a backhand
o Right foot out-in-front
o Left foot out-in-front
• Glove down and out-in-front of the body
• Stay low
Creep step
• Why?
o To develop momentum, establish rhythm, and to be mentally prepared to field
the ball
• How?
o After getting into the ready position, one small step forward with the throwing
leg and one small step forward with the glove leg
• Relax, ready, creep
• Remember to reset!
Catching above the waist and below the waist
• Thumb-to-thumb (above the waist)
• Pinky-to-pinky (below the waist)

Coaching Keys
•
•
•

Fundamentals, fundamentals, fundamentals!
Quality repetitions
Variation in skills and abilities
o Use different types of balls
o Break team members into groups by skills and abilities
o Vary throwing distances
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Minor League Drills
4-cones drill series (4 cones set-up in a square, approximately 5 to 6 feet between cones)
•

•

Front cones
o Rolled ground balls without glove
o Rolled ground balls with oven mitt
o Rolled ground balls with glove
Back cones
o Rolled ground balls with glove – step and throw
o Hit ground balls with oven mitt – step and throw
o Hit ground balls with glove – step and throw

Carousel drill
• Rolled or hit ground balls without throw (place balls in the bucket)
• Rolled or hit ground balls with throw
3-points catching drill
• Above the waist
• Below the waist
• At the knees (player will have to widen his or her base)
6-points catching drill
• Above the waist at the chest
• Above the waist to the left of the chest
• Above the waist to the right of the chest
• Below the waist
• Below the waist to the left of the legs
• Below the waist to the right of the legs
Rapid-fire game
• Half the players (Team A) are positioned between first and second base and the other
half of the players (Team B) are positioned between second and third base. A net is setup somewhere between the pitchers mound and home plate (the distance may vary
depending on the arm strength of the fielders). A coach stands between home and first
and hits ground balls to the players between second and third base (Team B). Another
coach stands between third and home and hits ground balls to the players between first
and second base (Team A). Each coach is given the same number of balls. The coaches
hit ground balls to their team (one ground ball to each player and then repeat the
sequence until the ball supply is exhausted). A team earns a point for each ground ball
fielded cleanly and another point for a throw that makes it into the net. The team with
the most points in the end wins.
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Major League Drills
Routine backhands drill with and without glove
• Right foot out-in-front (rolled ground ball to right foot)
• Left foot out-in-front (rolled ground ball in front of left foot)
3-cones backhand and forehand drill with and without glove
• 3 cones set-up in a line with 10-15 feet of spacing between cones
• The players stand in line off to the side of the cones. The first player takes his or her
turn standing at the center cone. The coach yells “go” and the player shuffles to his or
her right and the coach rolls a ground ball to his or her backhand (assuming player is
right handed). The ball is fielded and thrown back to the coach. The player then
shuffles to his or her left and the coach rolls a ground ball to his or her forehand. The
ball is fielded and thrown back to the coach. After six repetitions the player is finished
and the next player takes his or her turn.
In-and-out and over-the-top agility cone drills
• Stay low, quick feet, chest over the knees, controlled body (if out-of-control, then slow
down)
• Proper fielding position, bring ball up to the belly
• Introduce variation by conducting drill with and without gloves and with and without
throws
Rapid-fire infield drill with and without throws
• Consider conducting the drill without throws if you’re resource constrained or if the
players need a break from throwing.
Around-the-horn game
• Divide team into 2 groups of 5 or 6 (coaches may play the pitcher positions if twelve
players aren’t present). A player is assigned to play P, C, 3B, SS, 2B, and 1B.
• Step 1: P pitches the ball to the C
• Step 2: C throws to 3B to simulate throw to 3B on a steal. 3B pretends to tag base
runner
• Step 3: 3B rolls ground ball to 2B
• Step 4: 2B flips or underhand tosses to SS to simulate double play
• Step 5: SS tags 2B and throws to 1B for force out
• Step 6: 1B throws to C
• Each group of 5 or 6 takes the same number of turns each (usually 5 to 10 turns). The
group with the fewest number of errors wins the game.
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Practice Guide (Ages 4-6)
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Explain that first is the only base you can run past
• Explain that you must touch the bases or be called out
• Play follow-the-leader
Stretch (5 minutes)
• Stretch in a circle around the pitcher's mound. The routine should be quick and simple
• Lay Out the day's practice plan
Stations (30 minutes – 10 minutes per station)
• Hitting off the tee and tossed balls
• Fielding and catching
• Throwing
Play a scrimmage or other instructional game (15 minutes)
Baserunning and review (5 minutes)
• Sprint around the bases
• Incorporate races or chases
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Practice Guide (Ages 7-9)
Session times can be adapted to accommodate slightly longer practice durations.

Day 1
Warm-up (5 minutes)
• Skipping, high-knee skipping, high-knee jogging, bounding, backward running, jogging
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Big-league baserunning (H to 1B (run through 1B), 1B to 3B (jog home), H to 2B, 2B to H,
homerun) or other drills
Stretching (5 minutes)
• Hamstrings, quads, groin, back, shoulders, triceps
Throwing (10 minutes)
• Power Position Drill with coaches; with teammates after a few sessions
• One-Knee Drill with coaches; with teammates after a few sessions
• As season progresses, you can replace these drills with playing catch or other fun
throwing drills.
Stations (30 minutes – 10 minutes per station, 3 groups)
• Hitting (tee work, soft toss); as the season progresses, you can substitute other hitting
drills
• Infield and throwing (rolled ground balls, throwing after the catch drills); as the season
progresses, you can substitute with other infield and throwing drills
• Outfield (thrown fly balls; use sponge balls or soft baseballs until skills are developed);
as the season progresses, you can substitute with other outfield drills
Basic rules session (10 minutes)
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Big-league baserunning or other drills
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Day 2
Warm-up (5 minutes)
• Skipping, high-knee skipping, high-knee jogging, bounding, backward running, jogging
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Big-league baserunning or other drills
Stretching (5 minutes)
• Hamstrings, quads, groin, back, shoulders, triceps
Throwing and catching (15 minutes)
• Power Position Drill with coaches (5 min.); with teammates after a few sessions
• One-Knee Drill with coaches (5 min.); with teammates after a few sessions
• Catch coach's throws with two hands in front (5 min.); use bigger balls, Lite-Flite balls, or
soft baseballs
• As season progresses, you can replace these drills with playing catch and any other fun
throwing drills (consider having pitchers focus on separate drills)
Stations (30 minutes – 10 minutes per station, 3 groups)
• Hitting (short toss from the front); as the season progresses, you can substitute any fun
or regular hitting drill
• Infield and throwing (review fielding ground balls and throwing after the catch; include
backhand drills); as the season progresses, you can substitute any fun or regular infield
or throwing drills
• Outfield (thrown fly balls, thrown or machine ground balls); as the season progresses,
you can substitute any fun or regular outfield drills
Controlled game, game situations, or rules session (15 minutes)
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Day 3
Warm-up (5 minutes)
• Skipping, high-knee skipping, high-knee jogging, bounding, backward running, jogging
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Big-league baserunning or other drills
Stretching (5 minutes)
• Hamstrings, quads, groin, back, shoulders, triceps
Throwing and catching (10 minutes)
• Players’ play catch; stress mechanics and catching with two hands in front of body
• Play Twenty-One (1 point awarded for a ball caught at chest level, 2 points awarded for
a ball caught at head level, 1 point deducted for an uncatchable ball)
• As season progresses, you can replace these drills with other regular or fun throwing
drills
Stations (30 minutes – 10 minutes per station, 3 groups)
• Hitting (free hitting or Line Drive Home Run Derby); as the season progresses, you can
substitute any fun or regular hitting drills
• Infield and throwing (review backhands, High Five Drill); as the season progresses, you
can substitute any fun or regular infield or throwing drills
• Outfield (Crossover Step Drill, Pass Patterns); as the season progresses, you can
substitute any fun or regular outfield drills
Controlled game or any combination of fun drills (15 minutes)
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Practice Guide (Ages 10-12)
Session times can be adapted to accommodate slightly longer practice durations.

Day 1
Warm-up (5 minutes)
• Skipping, high-knee skipping, high-knee jogging, bounding, backward running, jogging
• Big-league baserunning or general baserunning drill
Stretching (5 minutes)
• Hamstrings, quads, groin, back, shoulders, triceps
Throwing and catching (10 minutes)
• One-knee Drill with teammates (4 minutes)
• Power Position Drill with teammates (4 minutes)
• Play catch or Twenty-One with teammates (2 minutes)
• Emphasize proper mechanics and accuracy on each throw; focus on catching the ball out
in front with two hands.
Team fundamentals (20 minutes)
• Choose from cutoffs and relays, first-and-third offense and defense, defending the steal
(if your league permits stealing), infield and outfield communication and priorities.
Stations (30 minutes – 10 minutes per station, 3 groups)
• Hitting (Tee Work, Soft Toss); or any other hitting drill
• Infield and throwing (Rolled Ground Balls, Throwing After the Catch Drill); or any infield
or throwing drills from groupings 1,3,4,
• Outfield (Thrown Fly Balls; use soft baseballs until skills are developed); any outfield
drills from groupings 1, 4, or 5 can be substituted as the season progresses.
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Big-league baserunning or general baserunning drill
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Day 2
Warm-up (5 minutes)
• Skipping, high-knee skipping, high-knee jogging, bounding, backward running, jogging
• Big-league baserunning or general baserunning drill
Stretching (5 minutes)
• Hamstrings, quads, groin, back, shoulders, triceps
Throwing and catching (10 minutes)
• Review One-Knee drill and Power Position drill (5 minutes)
• Play catch or Twenty-One with teammates (5 minutes)
• Emphasize proper mechanics and accuracy on each throw; focus on catching the ball out
in front with two hands.
• Consider having pitchers work on pitcher specific throwing drills in parallel.
Team fundamentals (20 minutes)
• Choose from cutoffs and relays, first-and-third offense and defense, defending the steal
(if your league permits stealing), infield and outfield communication and priorities.
Stations (30 minutes – 10 minutes per station, 3 groups)
• Hitting (Short Toss From the Front); or any hitting drill
• Infield and throwing (review; backhand drills; High Five Drill); or any other infield or
throwing drill
• Outfield (review; Thrown Ground Balls; Communication Drill); or other outfield drill
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Big-league baserunning or general baserunning drill
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Day 3
Warm-up (5 minutes)
• Skipping, high-knee skipping, high-knee jogging, bounding, backward running, jogging
• Big-league baserunning or general baserunning drill
Stretching (5 minutes)
• Hamstrings, quads, groin, back, shoulders, triceps
Throwing and catching (10 minutes)
• Other throwing games
• Emphasize proper mechanics and accuracy on each throw; focus on catching the ball out
in front with two hands.
• Consider having pitchers work on pitcher specific throwing drills in parallel.
Stations (30 minutes – 10 minutes per station, 3 groups)
• Hitting (Free Hitting); any other hitting drill
• Infield and throwing (Box Drill or 4-6/6-4 Drill with First Base Drill); or any other infield
or throwing drills
• Outfield (Crossover Step Drill, Pass Patterns); or any outfield drill
Controlled game, soft toss game, or game situations (30 minutes)
Baserunning (5 minutes)
• Big-league baserunning or general baserunning drill
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